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Abstract The 2016 Mw 7.8 Kaikoura earthquake triggered widespread slow slip events (SSEs) in the
northern Hikurangi subduction zone, providing a unique opportunity to study the mechanism of dynamic
triggering of SSEs. Here we simulate SSEs near Gisborne, New Zealand, in the framework of rate-and-state
friction. Low effective normal stress (~0.4 MPa) on the shallow subduction interface is needed to reproduce
the observed repeating, spontaneous SSEs. Dynamic stress perturbations from the Kaikoura mainshock are
adequate to trigger SSEs with characteristics similar to observation. SSE propensity to dynamic triggering
mainly depends on the timing of perturbation with respect to the SSE cycle and the maximum Coulomb
stress change. Once the perturbation amplitude exceeds an initial threshold, prolonged stress perturbations
tend to decrease the triggering threshold hence promote dynamic triggering of SSEs. Therefore, shallow SSEs
are more likely to be dynamically triggered than their deep counterparts because of enhanced stress
perturbation (magnitude and duration) from the sedimentary wedge.

Plain Language Summary Slow slip events, gradual fault movement lasting days to months, have
been documented in subduction zones worldwide. Occasionally, distant earthquakes can trigger these
events, but how the triggering happens is still not well understood. Recently, widespread slow slip events
have been recorded in the northern Hikurangi subduction zone and are believed to be triggered by the
2016 Kaikoura earthquake in New Zealand. In this study, we develop a computer model for regular,
repeating slow slip events in northern Hikurangi and analyze if applying the Kaikoura earthquake waves
to the model leads to the triggering of slow slip events. We find that our model can reproduce the
observed slow slip events in northern Hikurangi following the Kaikoura earthquake. Our model explains a
potential underlying mechanism for the triggering process of slow slip events. Our results further provide
insights into how, where, and when slow slip events in subduction zones are triggered by earthquake
waves in general.

1. Introduction

Slow slip events (SSEs) in subduction zones have been reported around the world for more than 15 years
(Dragert et al., 2001; Peng & Gomberg, 2010; Rogers & Dragert, 2003; Saffer & Wallace, 2015; Schwartz &
Rokosky, 2007). They are sometimes accompanied by nonvolcanic tremors and/or low-frequency earth-
quakes (LFEs), and together, represent an important way of strain release at depths transitioning from seis-
mogenic to stable sliding on the subduction interface (Shelly et al., 2006). Most of the episodic SSEs and
nonvolcanic tremors/LFEs in global subduction zones occur spontaneously under hypothesized near-
lithostatic fluid pressure conditions (Audet et al., 2009; Liu & Rice, 2007; Peng & Gomberg, 2010). Although
distant mainshocks have frequently triggered tremors and LFEs (Miyazawa & Brodsky, 2008; Rubinstein
et al., 2007), dynamic triggering of SSEs is rare, with only a few reports with estimated triggering stress ampli-
tudes ranging from 0.6 to 600 kPa and depths ranging from 4 to 40 km (Araki et al., 2017; Itaba & Ando, 2011;
Wallace et al., 2017; Zigone et al., 2012). Themechanism of dynamic triggering of SSEs and the reason for rela-
tively rare occurrences are still unclear. Among these reported cases, the well-recorded shallow SSEs along
the Hikurangi margin triggered by the 2016 Mw 7.8 Kaikoura (New Zealand) earthquake provide a unique
opportunity to study the mechanism of dynamic triggering of SSEs.

SSEs are segmented along the Hikurangi subduction zone in New Zealand (Figure 1a; Wallace & Beavan, 2010;
Wallace et al., 2012; Wallace & Eberhart-Phillips, 2013; Wallace et al., 2016). SSEs in the northern (Gisborne)
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and middle (Hawke’s Bay) segments occur at depths above 15 km, whereas those in the southern segment
(Manawatu and Kapiti) occur at depth between 25 and 60 km. Global Positioning System (GPS) records
following the 2016 Mw 7.8 Kaikoura earthquake suggest that an SSE was instantaneously triggered in the
northern segment with a clear slip step during the first few hours and slow slip that lasted about a week
(stations CNST, MAKO, and MAHI in Figure 1b). Slow slip in the middle segment became visible on GPS
time series a few days after the mainshock (stations CKID and PAWA in Figure 1b). Wallace et al. (2017)
suggested that SSEs on both the northern and middle segments were triggered dynamically because at
such distances the static stress change caused by the mainshock is ~1,000 times smaller than the dynamic
stress change. Slow slip on the southern segment closer to the mainshock rupture area was also triggered,
but the mechanism is complicated because of the similar levels of static and dynamic stress changes as
well as the proximity to the afterslip zone (Wallace et al., 2018).

Here we run numerical simulations in the framework of rate-and-state (RS) friction to study the mechan-
ism of dynamic triggering of SSEs of the Hikurangi subduction zone near Gisborne, New Zealand. Variants
of RS friction models have been widely applied to simulate the spontaneous slow-slip processes
(Hawthorne & Rubin, 2013a, 2013b; D. Li & Liu, 2016, 2017; H. Li et al., 2018; Liu & Rice, 2007; Liu &
Rubin, 2010; Luo, 2018; Luo & Ampuero, 2017; Matsuzawa et al., 2013; Rubin, 2008; Segall et al., 2010;
Shibazaki et al., 2012; Watkins et al., 2015), statically and dynamically triggered earthquakes (Gomberg
et al., 1998; Kaneko & Lapusta, 2008; Perfettini et al., 2003a, 2003b), and dynamically triggered creep
events on crustal faults (Wei et al., 2013, 2015). However, the RS friction model has yet not been applied
to study the dynamic triggering of SSEs. We build a 2-D continuum model with a 1-D fault, governed by
the “standard” RS friction law, following Liu and Rice (2007). Among the variants of RS friction models (dis-
cussed in H. Li et al., 2018), our model involves the basics of RS friction and probably the minimum set of
assumptions. Next, we develop a reference model using grid search for the optimal set of friction para-
meters that best reproduce the observations of spontaneous SSEs near the Gisborne segment. We then
systematically examine the triggering behavior under realistic stress perturbations of various amplitudes
and timing in a SSE cycle.

Figure 1. (a) Coupling coefficient on the subduction interface inferred from long-term velocities including SSEs (modified from figures in Wallace & Beavan, 2010,
and Wallace et al., 2017). The green contours show total slip (in mm) detected in SSEs between 2002 and 2010. The dashed black lines show depth contours
(labeled) to the subduction interface. The white ellipses are the slip area of SSEs triggered by the 2016Mw 7.8 Kaikoura earthquake. The red triangles are selected GPS
stations. The magenta circles are locations for referencing. The dashed magenta line highlights the along-dip profile that we focus on in the simulation (as shown in
Figure 2a). (b) East components of continuous GPS time series at stations on the east coast, showing slow slip following the Kaikoura earthquake (modified
fromWallace et al., 2017). The vertical green lines show the time of the mainshock. The time series on the left (in red) are positions for each 24-hr period, available at
www.geonet.org.nz. Note the onset of SSE slip at cGPS sites further south (PAWA) a few days after the earthquake. The time series on the right (in blue) shows
positions for each 8-hr period at a subset of sites at the northern Hikurangi margin north, where SSE displacement initiated immediately.
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2. Reference Model

We simulate SSEs on a 1-D planar thrust fault embedded in a 2-D elastic half-space in the framework of RS
friction (quasi-dynamic) with the “aging” evolution law (see the supporting information for details; follow-
ing Liu & Rice, 2007). We use a planar fault with a dip angle of 8.5° (Figure 2a), which is the average dip
angle above 15 km near Gisborne, New Zealand (Williams et al., 2013). The depth distribution of the fric-
tion parameter a-b, the effective normal stress σ , and the critical slip distance Dc is shown in Figure 2b.
Although the profile of a-b is similar to the synoptic distribution of a velocity-weakening (VW, a-b < 0)
layer encompassed by velocity-strengthening (VS, defined where a-b > 0) layers on the top and bottom,
we design the model parameters such that the nucleation size of slip events is comparable to the width of
the VW layer (Liu & Rice, 2007; Wei et al., 2015) and such that the VW layer generates SSEs (i.e., slip
rate < 1 cm/s) but not earthquakes. The increase of Dc with depth below 20 km is motivated by computa-
tional efficiency (Lapusta et al., 2000) and produces the same results for shallow SSEs as using a constant
Dc for all depth. The fault is loaded from the bottom at the plate convergence rate at 45 mm/year (Wallace
et al., 2004). Shear modulus is set to be 15 GPa (Eberhart-Phillips & Bannister, 2015) to account for the
shallow SSE depths.

The value of key parameters a-b, σ , and Dc for a reference model are determined using a grid search
approach to reproduce the averaged observations of recurrence interval, duration, and maximum cumu-
lative slip of repeating SSEs. A range of simulations is tested with different a-b and σ between 5 and
15 km and Dc above 20 km (Figure 2b). The occurrence of SSEs is defined when the maximum velocity

exceeds 3Vpl. The misfit is defined as χ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Io"Is
S Ioð Þ

" #2
þ Do"Ds

S Doð Þ

" #2
þ Ao"As

S Aoð Þ

" #2
r

, where Io, Do, and Ao are

the average interval, duration, and maximum slip of observed SSEs near Gisborne; Is, Ds, and As are
those of the modeled spontaneous SSEs; and S is the standard deviation of each observed property
(Table S1 in the supporting information). Io, Do, and Ao between 2002 and 2015 are 2.0 ± 0.5 year,
15 ± 6 days, and 126 ± 87 mm, respectively (Table S1). The SSE in 2016 is excluded because it was likely
triggered by the Kaikoura earthquake and not in its regular cycle. For the modeled SSEs, only events after

Figure 2. (a) Model setup. The purple shaded area highlights the SSE region. (b) Depth profiles of key parameters of the
best fitting model in the rate-and-state simulation. Note that the black dashed line in the a-b panel shows the value of
a. (c) Maximum velocity on the fault. (d) Cumulative slip at 10 km depth. (e) Phase diagram illustrating the dependence of
the SSE behavior on friction parameters with a-b = "0.003. The red ellipse highlights the minimum misfit. Note that a
full range of input parameters is not explored in this study. However, the SSE behavior can be summarized by the ratio of
the nucleation size and the width of the VW zone, as shown in Wei et al. (2013).
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the first few SSE cycles are counted to minimize the effect of initial conditions. The parameters of the best
fitting model (i.e., minimum misfit) are a-b = "0.003, Dc = 2 mm, and σ = 0.4 MPa with a misfit of 0.6
(Figures 2e and S1). The best fitting model reproduces SSEs with recurrence intervals of 2.1 years, and a
duration of 16 days (Figures 2c and 2d), comparable to those observed near Gisborne. The average maxi-
mum cumulative slip of modeled SSEs (~80 mm) is smaller than that of observed SSEs (126 mm) but within
the inter-SSE variability (±87 mm). The parameter space that generates reasonably small misfit is narrow
(Figures 2e and S1). The simulation is very sensitive to σ but less so to a-b and Dc. For example, the misfit
increases from 0.6 to 28.0 when σ increases from 0.4 to 0.5 MPa (a-b = "0.003 and Dc = 2 mm), whereas
the change is less dramatic for cases with larger Dc.

3. Dynamic Perturbation

Next, we apply dynamic perturbations in the form of normal and shear stress changes resolved on the fault to
the reference model (see the supporting information for details, following Wei et al., 2015, using a revised
state evolution from Linker & Dieterich, 1992). Stress perturbation (period ≥3 s) is calculated in the SSE source
region using a kinematic slip model of the Kaikoura mainshock (Model A in Holden et al., 2017), with the max-
imum amplitude uncertainty on the order of 30% (Figures S2 and S3). Due to the basin enhancing effect, the
amplitude of the dynamic Coulomb stress change is comparable for depth between 5 and 16 km with larger
amplitude between 8 and 12 km. (Figure S2). Another source model (Wang et al., 2018) predicts similar ampli-
tude and duration of dynamic stress changes at these locations (Figure S4). For simplicity, we apply perturba-
tions calculated at 12 km depth uniformly for the fault above 15 km and impose zero below 15 km. The
perturbation is fine-tuned by applying constant scaling factors between 0.2 and 1.0, to account for the uncer-
tainties in the calculation of perturbations as well as the RS model parameters.

We find that the perturbed model can reproduce the amplitude and duration of the dynamically triggered
SSE in the Gisborne segment. In this scenario, the perturbation is introduced at year 14.5 (98.6% of the SSE
cycle) because this segment was likely at the late stage of its ~2-year SSE cycle during the 2016 Kaikoura
earthquake; the previous SSE at Gisborne occurred in September–October 2014 (Table S1). We find that
the largest amplitude of the dynamic Coulomb stress change (peak Δσf(t)) mainly controls the properties
of the triggered SSE, in terms of its duration and cumulative slip, and instantaneous versus delayed triggering
(Figures 3a–3c). The amplitude and duration of the SSE triggered by the perturbation with a peak Δσf(t)
of 71 kPa (blue line in Figures 3a and 3b, scaling factor 0.40) are the most consistent with observation
(Wallace et al., 2017). The slip history at depth is similar between the triggered and spontaneous SSE, both
nucleating at about 10 km depth and simultaneously propagating upward and downward along the fault
(Figure S5). A slightly smaller perturbation (red line in Figures 3a and 3b, scale factor 0.35) triggers an SSE with
a delay, and a larger perturbation (magenta line in Figures 3a and 3b, scale factor 0.50) triggers a larger slip
event with a shorter duration.

We also find that the displacement of instantaneously triggered SSEs increases with the peak Δσf(t) but
remains small until it reaches a threshold (~60 kPa in the case shown in Figure 3c), above which the slip
increases quickly with the perturbation. For example, a perturbation with a peak Δσf(t) of 50 kPa triggers less
than 0.1 cm slip, whereas a perturbation with a peak Δσf(t) of 71 kPa would instantaneously trigger 10 cm slip.
The maximum slip velocity exceeds 1 cm/s (considered as a seismic event) when the perturbation exceeds
~85 kPa (Figure 3c). Thus, if a perturbation is sufficiently strong, the triggered slip will become seismic.
However, no interplate earthquake near Gisborne was triggered by the 2016 Kaikoura earthquake. On one
hand, the dynamic perturbation from the Kaikoura earthquakemight not have been strong enough to trigger
a large interplate earthquake. On the other hand, our fault model might miss some physics such as dilatancy
strengthening (Liu & Rubin, 2010; Segall et al., 2010), which can stabilize slip so that the triggered slip remains
aseismic even under very large perturbations. Besides dilatancy strengthening, the stabilizing effect can also
be realized by imposing a cutoff-velocity in the RS friction model, in which a fault segment can change from
VW to VS when slip velocity exceeds the preset cutoff velocity (Hawthorne & Rubin, 2013a, 2013b; Matsuzawa
et al., 2013; Shibazaki et al., 2012).

To explore the effect of the timing of perturbation on triggered SSEs, we run simulations with different mag-
nitudes of perturbations added at different times within a regular SSE cycle between years 12.44 and 14.53.
We find that the timing of perturbation affects whether the next SSE is delayed, triggered with a delay, or
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instantaneously triggered (Figure 3f). For the perturbation with a peak Δσf(t) of 71 kPa, the next SSE will be
delayed compared to the reference model if it is added before year 14.25 (87% of the SSE cycle). If added
after year 14.25 but before 14.45 (97% of the SSE cycle), the next event will be triggered with delay. If
added after year 14.45, it will be instantaneously triggered. Here we define the onset of an SSE as the slip

Figure 3. (a) Simulated SSEs with perturbation scaled at different levels added at the same time, 14.5 year (98.6% of the SSE cycle). The black solid line is the reference
model. Perturbations are scaled at 0.35 (P1, red), 0.40 (P2, blue), and 0.50 (P3, magenta) and imposed above 12 km depth, respectively. They correspond to peakΔσf(t)
of 53, 71, and 89 kPa, respectively. The dashed box is the area shown in (b). (b) The same figure as (a) but enlarged between years 14.47 and 14.56. (c) Instantaneously
triggered slip versus the peak Δσf(t) for simulations that perturbations are added at year 14.5. The black dots are the simulation samples. The dashed line
separates the cases of different effect on the next SSE. (d) Simulated SSEs with the same perturbation (scaling factor 0.40; 71 kPa) added at different times of the SSE
cycle. Perturbations are added at years 14.1 (P5, magenta), 14.4 (P4, red), and 14.5 (P2, blue); 80%, 94%, and 98.6% of the SSE cycle, respectively. The dashed box is the
area shown in (e). The arrows indicate the time perturbation added. (e) The same figure as (d) but enlarged between years 14.47 and 14.56. (f) Instantaneously
triggered slip versus time of perturbation (and % of the SSE cycle) for simulations with peak Δσf(t) of 71 kPa. The dots are the simulation samples. The dashed line
separates the cases whether the next SSE is delayed, delayed triggered, or instantaneously triggered. (h) Simulated SSEs with the same perturbation (scaling factor
0.60; 107 kPa) added at different times of the SSE cycle. Perturbations are added at years 12.5 (P6, blue), 13.5 (P7, red), and 14.5 (P8, magenta); 3%, 50%, and 98.6% of
the SSE cycle, respectively. The dashed box is the area shown in (i). (i) The same figure as (h) but enlarged between years 12 and 15. (j) Instantaneously triggered
slip versus the peak Δσf(t) for perturbations at three different times, colored the same way as (h) and (i). The dots are the simulation samples.
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velocity exceeds 3Vpl, and the difference between delay and instantaneously triggering is whether a gap
exists between the time of perturbation and SSE onset.

The trade-off effects between the magnitude and the timing of a perturbation can be further illustrated by
simulation cases in Figures 3h–3j, where a sufficiently large perturbation with a peak Δσf(t) of 107 kPa is intro-
duced at years 12.5 (early, 3% of the SSE cycle), 13.5 (middle, 50%), and 14.5 (late, 98.6%). In all three cases
detectable instantaneous slip (>1 cm) has been triggered, while the amount of triggered slip (~3.4, 5.5,
and 15 cm, respectively) and the maximum slip rate increase as the perturbation is introduced later in the
SSE cycle.

The triggered SSE usually consists of several individual events, each lasting less than 5 s, in phase with the
imposed dynamic Coulomb stress change (blue lines in Figure 4). Noticeable slip will occur when the
Coulomb stress exceeds a threshold, 65 kPa for the case shown in Figure 4. The threshold decreases after slip
has accelerated following initial stress perturbations. For example, the dynamic Coulomb stress during the
largest subslip event (blue line, gray shaded bar) is at 50 kPa, much smaller than the initial 65 kPa threshold.
This suggests that once the perturbation amplitude exceeds an initial threshold, a longer duration of dynamic
stress perturbation also promotes the dynamic triggering of the SSEs, which is consistent with proposition
from Wallace et al. (2017). The exact threshold depends on the timing of perturbation, as described in the
previous paragraph.

4. Conclusions and Discussion

We reproduce the timing and amplitude of spontaneous and triggered SSEs near Gisborne, New Zealand,
using a RS friction model. We show that realistic perturbations estimated from a dynamic stressing model

Figure 4. Effect of Coulomb stress change on the dynamic triggering of modeled SSEs during the perturbation.
(a) Coulomb stress perturbations applied in cases 1 and 2. Perturbation 1 (blue solid line) is scaled to 0.5 of the simulated
stress perturbation with a peak Δσf(t) of 89 kPa. Perturbation 2 (red solid line) is scaled to 0.4 with a peak Δσf(t) of 71 kPa.
The black dashed line is the 65 kPa threshold. The gray shaded bar highlights the largest subevent. (b) Modeled fault
slip velocity Vs (log scale) at 10 km depth. V0 is the subduction rate of 45 mm/yr. The black dashed line shows a slip rate of
0.045 cm/s. (c) Modeled fault slip resulting from the two perturbations at 10 km depth.
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are adequate to trigger SSEs at the timing similar to Gisborne in the SSE cycle. Low (~0.4 MPa) effective
normal stress on the subduction interface is needed to reproduce the observed spontaneous SSE recurrence
interval of two years and average duration of two weeks. Whether an SSE is dynamically triggered
mainly depends on the timing of perturbation with respect to the SSE cycle and the maximum Coulomb
stress change.

The low effective normal stress of the fault zone being dynamically triggered is consistent with lab experi-
ment of dynamic triggering of earthquakes (Johnson et al., 2012). The stress perturbations of 65–100 kPa
associated with dynamic triggering of SSEs in this study are higher than the typical range of 1–5 kPa observed
in studies of the dynamic triggering of earthquakes in volcanic/geyser regions in California (Aiken & Peng,
2014; Brodsky & Prejean, 2005) and nonvolcanic tremors near Parkfield (Peng et al., 2009), but comparable
to the level of transient shear stresses (40–60 kPa) triggering nonvolcanic tremors in subduction zones
(Rubinstein et al., 2007) and continental thrust faults (Peng & Chao, 2008). The different threshold may be
due to different background stress levels because lower triggering thresholds tend to be associated with
faults in extensional or transtensional tectonic regions (Harrington & Brodsky, 2006), whereas faults with
higher thresholds are mainly under compression. The different threshold may also reflect the degree to
which the recipient faults are critically stressed (Figure 3), including the population of rupture sources on a
particular fault and how many of them are close to failure.

Station PAWA near southern Hawkes Bay (SHB; Figure 1) started to move one week after the 2016
Kaikoura earthquake. It is possible that the SSE segment was instantaneously triggered offshore but slowly
propagated landward, or that the slow slip near Gisborne triggered slip at station PAWA. Another possi-
bility is that the segment near SHB was dynamically triggered with a one-week delay, which may be
understood from our numerical simulations. Two previous SSEs have been observed in SHB in 2006 and
2011 (Wallace et al., 2017; Wallace & Beavan, 2010), suggesting that SHB is also near the end of its SSE
cycle and an approximately five-year recurrence interval of SSEs in this region, which requires a larger σ
in our fault model. Because the triggering behavior depends on the ratio of peak Δσf(t) and σ in the
VW zone (Figure S6), it requires a larger perturbation to instantaneously trigger SSE in SHB. As long as
the timing and the ratio of peak Δσf(t) and σ are within a proper range (Figure S6), the possible delayed
triggering of the SSE in SHB can be explained by our model.

The upper transition from VS to VW at 5 km depth in our model is less well constrained because it is off-
shore. However, the amplitude of a SSE inferred from ocean bottom pressure data decreases toward the
trench in this region (Wallace et al., 2016), indicating that the shallowest layer may be VS. A shallower updip
end would result in a fault model with a wider SSE zone and smaller σ to fit the same two-year interval
SSEs. In this case, a smaller peak Δσf(t) is needed to trigger SSEs in Gisborne but the ratio of the threshold
peak Δσf(t) and σ remains the same (Figure S6).

To confirm that static stress had little impact on triggering SSE in our study case, we run another set of simu-
lations using static stress perturbations at the same time of our preferred case of dynamic perturbation
using the same fault model, following Liu and Rice (2007). The minimum static stress needed to instanta-
neously trigger a SSE of 1 cm is between 20 and 50 kPa (Figure S7), which is at least one magnitude higher
than the model estimated static stress change of <0.7 kPa in the Gisborne SSE region due to the 2016
Kaikoura earthquake (Wallace et al., 2017). This result supports our assumption that dynamic stress pertur-
bation is the dominant mechanism for triggering SSEs near Gisborne immediately following the 2016
Kaikoura earthquake.

Our simulation results have fundamental implications to the mechanism of SSEs. First, we demonstrate
that the triggering threshold may decrease during the course of a perturbation. Once the perturbation
amplitude exceeds an initial threshold, a longer duration of dynamic stress changes promotes larger slip
during a dynamically triggered SSE (Figure 4). This implies that shallow SSEs are more likely to be dynami-
cally triggered than deep SSEs because they are often located underneath a sedimentary wedge, which
enhances dynamic stress changes on the plate interface (Wallace et al., 2017). This is corroborated by
the very few cases of dynamically triggered deep SSEs in many subduction zones despite their close mon-
itoring over the last ~20 years. Second, our conclusion that the triggering of SSEs depends on the timing
of the SSE cycle is consistent with observations in other subduction zones (Itaba & Ando, 2011; Zigone
et al., 2012). Our results suggest that instantaneous dynamic triggering of observable SSEs may be
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relatively uncommon because most SSEs are probably not late in their respective SSE cycle when a large
earthquake occurs nearby. Third, we show that dynamic perturbation could affect the occurrences of
future SSEs even when they are relatively small and added early in the SSE cycle. This implies that some
of the natural variability of the SSE interval might be influenced by dynamic perturbations. Future numer-
ical models that simulate SSE cycles should consider incorporating dynamic perturbations from nearby or
global large earthquakes.
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Table S1. List of shallow SSEs near Gisborne, Northern Hikurangi 

Start time 
(decimal 

years) 

Interval 
(decimal 

years) 

Duration 
(days) 

Depth 
(km) 

Max 
slip 

depth 
(km) 

Max slip 
(mm) Mw References 

2004.875  17 <15 12 180 6.7 Wallace & Beavan, 2010 

2006.521 1.646 6 <15 12 40 6.6 Wallace & Beavan, 2010 

2008.210* 1.689 15 <15 13 85 6.7 Wallace & Beavan, 2010 

2010.211 2.236 16 <15 13 125 6.7 Wallace & Beavan, 2010 

2011.948 1.737 11 <15 12 55 6.5 Wallace et al., 2012 

2014.740 2.792 24 <12 7 270 6.8 
Personal 

communications (L. 
Wallace) 

Average 2.0±0.5 15±6   126±87   

2016.872 2.132 7 <12 7.5 65 6.8 Wallace et al., 2017a 
(Dynamically triggered) 

* This SSE centered slightly south of Gisborne but ruptured the center of Gisborne 
segment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Figure S1. Phase diagram illustrating the dependence of the SSE behavior on input friction 

parameters. (a-d) misfit of grid search for a-b = -0.002, -0.0025, -0.003, and -0.0035, 

respectively. The numbers near the circles show the misfit for that simulation. The red ellipses 

highlight the minimum misfit. We searched the grid between 1-15 bar "#, and 0.5-4.5 mm Dc. The 

open circles are cases where no repeating SSEs occur between year 10-20 years in the simulation. 

The red ellipses show the region near the minimum misfit in the sub-figure. The model with the 

minimum misfit is a-b = -0.003, "#	= 0.4 MPa, Dc = 2 mm, and a misfit of 0.6. Note that a full 

range of input parameters is not explored in this study. However, the SSE behavior can be 

summarized by the ratio of the nucleation size and the width of the VW zone, as shown in Wei et 

al. (2013). 



 

 

 

Figure S2. Dynamic perturbations on the subduction interface at different depth near Gisborne, 

Northern Hikurangi (Holden et al., 2017). From left to right, shear, normal, and Coulomb stress, 

positive promotes slip. The friction coefficient is set to 0.6 when calculating the Coulomb stress.  
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure S3. Assessment of the accuracy of dynamic stress changes, which are approximately 

proportional to the amplitude of velocity seismograms. The assumed source model is from 

Holden et al. (2017) which includes relatively small moment release (~8% of the total) from the 

Hikurangi subduction interface. (a) A map of strong-motion stations (inverted triangles) used to 

compare observed and computed velocity waveforms. More than 80% of the stations shown here 

were not used during the development of the source model described in Holden et al. (2017). Star 

shows the epicenter of the Kaikoura earthquake. (b – e) Observed (black) and modeled (red) 

magnitude of three-component velocity waveforms |v| at selected stations. Waveforms recorded 

in the east coast of the North Island show amplified and long-lasting ground motions due to the 

off-shore, low-velocity wedge. (g) Comparison of observed and modeled maximum |v| at all the 

stations shown in the map. (f) Histograms of percentage errors of the maximum |v| between 

observed and modeled waveforms: error = (max(|v|model)- max(|v|data))/ max(|v|data). The indicated 

standard error in the maximum |v| is likely comparable, or a similar order to that of the maximum 

dynamic stress changes. 



 

 

Figure S4. Sensitivity of dynamic stress changes to different assumed source models. (a) 

Comparison of observed and modeled maximum |v| at all the stations shown in Figure S3(a) using 

the source model from Wang et al. (2018), which includes large moment release (~45% of the 

total) from the Hikurangi subduction interface. (b) Histograms of percentage errors of the 

maximum |v| between observed and modeled waveforms: error = (max(|v|model)- max(|v|data))/ 

max(|v|data). Compared to Holden et al.’s source model, Wang et al.’s model yields slightly larger 

misfits. (c) Dynamic perturbations on the subduction inferface at different depths near Gisborne 

derived from two different source models. The friction coefficient is set to 0.6 when calculating 

the Coulomb stress. Both the amplitudes and durations of dynamic stress changes for these source 

models are comparable.   

 



 

 

 

Figure S5. Simulation results of a triggered SSE and a spontaneous SSE. Parameter setting is the 

same as the blue line in Figure 3b, perturbation added at year 14.5 with a peak ∆"&(() of 71 kPa. 

(a, b) Slip history of the triggered SSE and the spontaneous SSE, respectively. The solid lines 

denote slip accumulation every day. (c, d) Slip velocity at 10 km depth for the triggered and 

spontaneous SSE. The dashed line shows the threshold of SSE onset. (e, f) Accumulated slip at 

10 km depth for the triggered and spontaneous SSE. 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Figure S6. Phase diagram for three sets of models. Model 1: 2-year interval SSEs between 5-15 

km depth ("# = 0.4 MPa, Dc = 2 mm in VW zone). Model 2: 5-year interval SSEs between 5-15 

km depth ("# = 1.0 MPa, Dc = 5 mm in VW zone). Model 3: 2-year interval SSEs between 1-15 

km depth ("# = 0.2 MPa, Dc = 2 mm in VW zone). The magenta, blue, and red color shows cases 

with no triggering, delayed triggering, and instantaneously triggering, respectively. Note that the 

triggering threshold is proportional to the "#  in the VW zone in the model. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
Figure S7. (a) Simulated SSEs with static stress perturbations. The black solid line is the 

reference model. The blue, red, magenta lines show simulations with a reduction of "# of 5, 20, 

and 50 kPa, respectively, at year 14.5, all promoting fault slip. The dashed box is the area shown 

in (b). (b) The same figure as (a) but enlarged between year 14.47 and 14.56. A static stress 

change of <0.7 kPa, estimated in the Gisborne SSE region due to the 2016 Kaikoura earthquake 

(Wallace et al. 2017a), has no impact on the SSE cycles in our simulations, further supporting the 

dynamic triggering of the SSE. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Basic equations and parameter setting of the basic rate-state code 
 
In the RS framework, the shear stress τ evolves with slip rate V and slip history (state 
variable θ) as: * = "#, = "# -,. + 0ln 3

4

45
6 + 7ln 3458

9:
6;, where "# is the effective normal 

stress  (applied normal stress minus pore pressure), Dc is the critical slip distance (the 
sliding distance required to renew the contact population on the sliding surface following 
a velocity step), a, b are friction parameters, and  (=0.6) is the friction coefficient at a 

reference velocity <. (=1 µm/s) at steady state. We adopt the aging law =8
=>
= 1 − 48

9:
	for 

the evolution of the state variable.  
 

Implimenting dynamic perturbation  
to the rate-state friction code 

 
According to Linker & Dieterich (1992), the state evolution law becomes 

AB
A(

= 1 −
<B
CD

− E
B
7"#

A"#
A(

(1) 

when effective normal stress is variable with time. Conceptually, an increase in normal 
stress introduces a new population of asperity contacts of younger ages than that is 
already present before the extra loading, and therefore the average age (state) of the new 
group of contacts decreases. 
 
The following is involved for introducing dynamic perturbations. Equating shear stress 
from elasticity (quasi-dynamic) to that defined by rate-state friction: 

* = " F,. + 0 ln G
<
<.
H + 7 ln G

<.B
CD
HI = *. −JKLMNOM − <PQ(R − S< , (2) 

where *. is the background shear stress. Take time derivatives of the above equation and 
re-organize, we get 

A<
A(

=
−1

0"#/< + S
FJKLMNOM − <PQR +

7"#
B
AB
A(
+ ,

A"#
A(

−
A*.
A(
I (3) 

 
where friction coefficient , = ,. + 0 ln(</<.) + 7 ln(<.B/CD). Therefore, we can solve 
the coupled Equation (1) and (3) for dynamic perturbations. Note that A"#/A(, A*./A( 
and "# are also time-variables. 
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